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1. Introduction
White Noise Analysis is an important and popular theme which is inten-
sively and extensively studied in many works (see e.g. the books [Hi],
[HiKuPoSt] and references therein). These investigations are essentially
based on the concept of a Gaussian measure and the associated expansion
into Hermite polynomials. Gaussian measures are remarkable objects but
they are not invariant (as a class of measures) with respect to nonlinear
transformations. Moreover in applications to some problems of mathemati-
cal physics we need to use measures which are obtained as very singular
perturbations of Gaussian ones (as in quantum field theory) or are con-
structed by the Gibbs approach (as in statistical physics).
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A broad class of measures, the so called smooth measures, was intro-
duced in the works [AlHK], [AvSmFo], [Sk]. This class contains as par-
ticular cases Gaussian measures but is in addition invariant with respect to
a rather large collection of smooth nonlinear transformations [DaSte 1, 2],
[BoSm], [Kus]. Roughly speaking, a smooth measure is a measure which
admits an integration by parts formula. In other words, a measure + is
smooth if for any differential operator with smooth coefficients the adjoint
operator in L2(+) is also a differential operator. On the other hand, smooth
measures have a sufficiently big set of admissible shifts for which the shifted
measure is absolutely continuous with respect to an original one. The
fundamental characteristic of a smooth measure is its logarithmic
derivative. In the Gaussian case the logarithmic derivative is equivalent to
another object of stochastic analysis, namely the HitsudaSkorochod’s
extended stochastic integral [DaPa]; this can be used for a non-Gaussian
extension of this concept [DaSte 2].
The problem of constructing a non-Gaussian stochastic analysis is a sub-
ject of much current interest. In the recent paper [Da] a proposal was
made to associate to a given smooth measure a canonical system of poly-
nomials (P-system) which has many properties of Hermite polynomials.
Such polynomials are not orthogonal but have a biorthogonal system
(Q-system) which can be described explicitly by using the logarithmic
derivative.1 In the paper [AlKoSt] it was shown that to the splitting of the
Hermite’s system into two-systems there corresponds a splitting of other
objects of Gaussian stochastic analysis. So, instead of the well known
S-transform of White Noise Analysis we have in the non-Gaussian case
two transforms: the SP- and SQ-transforms. The mentioned authors also
constructed spaces of test functions and distributions by using decomposi-
tions with respect to P and Q-systems respectively. In this construction
results of [Ko 1], [KoSa 1, 2] were used (these results were later extended
in [Ko 2, 3], [BeKo], [KoSt]). In [AlKoSt] a characterization of spaces
in terms of S-transforms was also announced (in classical White Noise
Analysis similar theorems are well known and useful, see [BeKo],
[HiKuPoSt], [Ko 2, 3], [PoSt]). In the present paper we give full proofs
of results which were announced in [AlKoSt], [Da] and study some addi-
tional facts and structures of non-Gaussian analysis.
Let us mention another approach to extensions of White Noise Analysis
which is given in [BeLy]. This approach is based on the spectral decom-
position for some family of self-adjoint operators (so called perturbed field
operators).
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We shall take a quick look at the contents of our paper.
In Section 2 we discuss general properties of smooth measures on the
dual to a nuclear space. To a probability measure + on such spaces with
an analytic Laplace transform we associate in Section 3 a system of polyno-
mials, called a P-system. This P-system is an infinite dimensional extension
of Appel’s construction, for more details about the Appel polynomials see
e.g. [Ro]. In Section 4 we introduce a class of double analytic measures.
For measures from this class there exists a natural biorthogonal system Q
in L2(+). The P- and Q-systems have simple transformations rules with
respect to some integral transformations (Section 5). These transformations
are non-Gaussian analogues of the S-transform in White Noise Analysis. In
Section 6 the logarithmic derivatives along vector fields are introduced and
a connection with the HitsudaSkorochod extended stochastic integral is
noted. By using the P-system we construct in Section 7 a space of test func-
tions for non-Gaussian infinite-dimensional analysis. The construction
proposed is a generalization of the approach that was used in [AlKoSt].
The dual space of infinite dimensional distributions is described in Section
8 in terms of decompositions into Q-series. Here we discuss also examples
of generalized functions and their SP-transform. The characterization of
distributions in terms of SP -transform is given in Section 9.
Let us remark that the space of generalized functions we constructed is
new also in the case of White Noise Analysis. For an interesting example
of applications of this space in White Noise Analysis we refer to
[HoLiO3 kUbZh].
2. Smooth Measures
Let us consider a standard triplet of linear topological spaces H0 , 8, 8$,
where H0 is a real separable Hilbert space, 8/H0 is a nuclear countably
Hilbertian space 8=pr limp 8p( p # N), which is embedded in H0 densely
and topologically. Let 8$=ind limp 8&p( p # N) be the corresponding to 8
dual space. Here for any p # N, 8p , 8&p=8$p is a dual pair of Hilbert
spaces. For simplicity we use a realization such that
8/8p+1/8p/H0/8&p/8&( p+1)/8$.
In the following we denote the pairing of elements from dual spaces by the
symbol ( } , } ) , the scalar product in 8p by ( } , } )p and the scalar product
in H0 by ( } , } )0 (for the corresponding norms we shall use the notations | } |p
and | } | 0). We assume that the pairing between 8 and 8$ (and also between
8p and 8&p) is compatible with the scalar product in H0 , in the sense that
(,, x)=(,, x)0 (, # 8, x # 8$)
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(here and below we omit the specification of embedding operators when-
ever this does not cause any ambiguity).
Given a real Hilbert space K, the scalar product in the complexification
Kc can be written by using the bilinear extension of the scalar product
in K:
(h, g) Kc=(h , g)K (h, g # Kc=K iK).
For n # N we introduce tensor powers
8nc =pr lim
p
8np, c , 8c$
n=ind lim
p
8n&p, c ( p # N)
and denote by Fn(8), Fn(8$) the subsets of symmetric elements (smooth
and generalized kernels) in the corresponding tensor powers. For n=0 we
put by definition F0(8)=F0(8$)=C. We will use also the Fock spaces
F (8)=n=0 Fn(8) (the topological direct sum) and F (8$)=
Xn=0 Fn(8$) (the topological product) (see [BeKo, Ch. 2] for more
details).
Let X, Y be linear topological spaces. For a mapping f : X  Y we define
the derivative in the weak sense at a point x # X in a direction h # X by
{h f (x)=
d
d=
f (x+=h) | ==0.
We shall say that this mapping is differentiable along a subspace L/X if
the derivative {h f (x) exists for any h # L and {h f (x)= f $(x) h where f $(x)
is a linear continuous mapping of L into X (the L-derivative).
In the case X=8$ the symbol f $(x) shall denote the 8-derivative. In this
case f $(x) # L(8, Y). For a real-valued function (Y=R) f $(x) #
L(8, R)=8$ (for more details see e.g. [DaFo, Ch. 4], [BeKo, Ch. 2]).
Properties of the derivative depend on the subspace L. We note only the
following relations:
(a) if f : 8$  R, L=8\p then f $(x) # 8p and for L=8$ we have
f $(x) # 8;
(b) if f : 8$  8p , L=8q for some q< p then f $(x) # L(8q , 8p) and
under some relations between p and q the operator f $(x) has a restriction
to H0 which is a Hilbert-Schmidt or trace class operator.
(c) if f : 8$  R, L=8$ then as we remarked f $(x) # 8. If the
mapping f $: 8$  8 has a derivative at point x then f "(x) # L(8$, 8) and
the restriction to H0 of this operator obviously belongs to the trace class.
Derivatives of highest orders can be defined analogously: we put
f (n)(x)(h1 , ..., hn)=[ f (n&1)(h1 , ..., hn&1)]$ hn .
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For given k # N _ [] we denote by FC kb(8$) the set of all smooth
cylinder functions on 8$ with derivatives bounded up to the order k, i.e.
FC kb(8$) is the set of all functions on 8$ such that there exist N # N,
[.1 , ..., .N]/8 and fN # C kb(R
N) such that
f (x)= fN((.1 , x) , ..., (.N , x) ), x # 8$.
Let + be a Borel measure on X=8$. We shall say that + admits an
integration by parts along 8 if for any . # 8 there exists a function
;(.; } ) # L1(X, +) such that for any bounded 8-differentiable function
f : X  R we have the following equality:
|
X
{. f (x) +(dx)=&|
X
f (x) ;(.; x) +(dx). (1)
The function ;(.; x) is called the logarithmic derivative of the measure + in
the direction .. It obviously depends linearly on . # 8. We shall suppose in
the following that there exists a measurable mapping ;: X  X such that
;(.; x)=(., ;(x)).
The mapping ; is called the logarithmic derivative or the logarithmic
gradient of the measure +. (If it is necessary we also will indicate the
dependence of the logarithmic derivative on the measure, as follows:
;=;+ .) A measure + is called a smooth measure if the corresponding
logarithmic derivative ; is an infinitely differentiable mapping (along 8).
Let us remark that in the case of a smooth measure we have
;$(x) # L(8, 8$).
The existence of the logarithmic derivative for a measure + is closely con-
nected with the property of absolute continuity of its shifts (see [Sk]). Let
us define the shift + [ +. of the measure + by an element . # X=8$ by the
formula +.(x)=+(dx+.), i.e.
|
X
f (x&.) +(dx)=|
X
f (x) +.(dx).
An element . # X is called an admissible shift for the measure + if the
measure +. is absolutely continuous with respect to +, i.e. there exists the
density
\(.; x)=
d+.
d+
(x).
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It is not hard to show that for admissible shifts .,  # X the vector .+
is also an admissible shift and
\(.+; x)=\(; x+.)\(.; x).
Theorem 1 (DaFo). A measure + on 8$ is smooth iff any vector . # 8
is an admissible shift and the density \(.; x) is infinitely differentiable with
respect to . along 8.
Under these conditions the following formula holds:
\(.; x)=exp {&|
1
0
(., ;(x+{.)) d{= . (2)
Proof. Let \(.; x) be differentiable at the point 0 # 8. Then differentia-
tion with respect to = at the point ==0 of the relation
|
X
f (x&=.) +(dx)=|
X
f (x) \(=.; x) +(dx)
gives
&|
X
(., f $(x)) +(dx)=|
X
f (x) {%.\(%; x) |%=0 +(dx),
where the index % in {%. indicates that we consider the derivative with
respect to the variable %. The latter equality implies the existence of
;(.; x)={%. \(%; x) | %=0. Further, the relation
\(({+=) .; x)=\(=.; x+{.) \({.; x)
gives the following equation
d
d{
\({.; x)={%.\(%; x+{.) | %=0 \({.; x)=;(.; x+{.) \({.; x),
which implies
\(t.; x)=exp {&|
t
0
;(.; x+{.) d{=
because obviously \(0; x)=1.
Conversely, the equality ;+(.; x)=;+(.; x+) gives after differentia-
tion of the expression
:(t)=|
X
f (x) exp {&|
t
0
;(.; x+{.) d{= +{.(dx)
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with respect to t the following:
:$(t)=|
X
f (x)[&;+(.; x+t.)+;+t.(.; x)]
_exp {&|
1
0
;(.; x+{.) d{= +t.(dx)=0.
Therefore :(1)=:(0) and due to the arbitrariness in the choice of the func-
tion f the last statement of the theorem follows. K
Example 1. Let a measure +0 have the characteristic functional
/(.)=|
X
ei(., x)+0(dx)=e&12 |.|0
2
(. # 8).
This measure is called the canonical Gaussian measure which corresponds
to the Hilbert space H0 . It is well known that +0 is concentrated on some
space 8&p=H&(i.e. +0(8&p)=1). More precisely, we can take any 8&p
with a HilbertSchmidt embedding operator in the inclusion H0/8&p . In
the case of the canonical Gaussian measure it is not hard to show that
\(.; x)=exp[&(., x) & 12 |.|
2
0]. (3)
Therefore the canonical Gaussian measure is a smooth measure and the
equality (3) shows that its logarithmic gradient is ;(x)=&x. More
detailed properties of canonical Gaussian measures are described e.g. in
[DaFo], [BeKo].
3. The P-System
As it is well known any measure + on X=8$ can be defined by a charac-
teristic functional
/(.)=|
X
ei(., x) +(dx) (. # 8)
which is a positive definite and continuous function on 8 (see e.g. [BeKo,
Ch. 5]). Let, in addition, /(.) be continuous at the point .=0 with
respect to the topology of some space 8p . Then due to the Minlos
Sazonov theorem there exists a space H&=8&q/8$ on which the
measure + is concentrated, i.e. +(H&)=1. In this section we assume that
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the measure + has such a property and moreover the following integrability
condition holds:
_=>0: |
X
exp[= |x|&q] +(dx)<. (4)
Under this condition the function / is analytic in some neighborhood of
zero on the space 8q and we can consider its Laplace transform
L(%)=|
X
e(%, x)+(dx).
In the following we will refer to condition (4) as first condition of
analyticity. Let us introduce the function
e(%; x)=
e(%, x)
L(%)
(5)
which is called the +-exponential. Using this function we define a system of
polynomials of the following form
P(.1 , ..., .n ; x)={%.1 } } } {
%
.n e(%; x) | %=0 , (6)
.1 , ..., .n # 8, n # N, x # 8$.
The analyticity at zero of e(%; x) yields the convergent expansion
e(t%; x)= :

n=0
tn
n!
P(%, ..., %
n
; x), |t|<t% , % # 8. (7)
First of all we will show that the polynomials introduced above have many
properties which are similar to properties of classical orthogonal poly-
nomials.
(P1) For all ., .1 , ..., .n # 8, x # 8$
{x. P(.1 , ..., .n ; x)={
%
.1 } } } {
%
.n[(%, .) e(%; x)] |%=0
= :
n
j=1
(.j , .) {%.1 } } } {2
%
.j } } } {
%
.n e(%; x) | %=0
= :
n
j=1
(.j , .) P(.1 , ..., .$ j , ..., .n ; x) (8)
where the sign }$ over a symbol means that this symbol is absent.
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(P2) For all .1 , ..., .n # 8, x, y # 8$
P(.1 , ..., .n ; x+y)= :
k+jn
:
( j1, ..., jn)
P(.j1 ,..., .jk ; x)
_P(.jk+1 , ..., .jk+l ; y) Mn&k&l (.jk+l+1 , ..., .jn). (9)
The summation is over all-permutations ( j1 , ..., jn) of the numbers (1, ..., n)
and we have set
Mr(1 , ..., r)=|
X
(1 , x) } } } (r , x) +(dx)={1 } } } {r L(%)| %=0
for the moments functions of the measure +. The proof follows from the
representation
P(.1 , ..., .n ; x+y)
={%.1 } } } {
%
.n[e(%; x) e(%; y) L(%)] |%=0
= :
k+ln
:
( j1 , ..., jn)
{%.j1 } } } {
%
.jk
e(%; x) |%=0 {%.jk+1 } } } {
%
.jk+1
} } } {%.jk+l e(%; y) |%=0
_{%.jk+l+1 } } } {.jn L(%) |%=0.
(P3) Under the conditions of (P1) we have
P(.1 , ..., .n ; x)={%.1 } } } {
%
.n[e(%; 0) e
(%, x) ] |%=0
= :
n
k=1
:
( j1 , ..., jn)
{%.j1 } } } {
%
.jk
e(%, x) | %=0 {%.jk+1 } } } {.jne(%; 0) |%=0
= :
n
k=1
:
( j1 , ..., jn)
(.j1 , x) } } } (.jk , x) P(.jk+1 , ..., .jn ; 0) (10)
where the summation is the same as before.
(P4) Under the previous assumptions
(.1 , x) } } } (.n , x) ={%.1 } } } {
%
.n e
(%, x) |%=0
={%.1 } } } {
%
.n[e(%; x) L(%)] |%=0
= :
n
k=1
:
( j1 , ..., jn)
Mk(.j1 ,..., .jk) P(.jk+1 , ..., .jn ; x) (11)
where the summation is over all permutations.
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(P5) In some problems we need to compute integrals of products of
the polynomials introduced above. So, for .kj # 8 we have
|
X
P(.11 , ..., .1k1 ; x) } } } P(.m1 , ..., .mkm ; x) +(dx)
=|
X
{%1.11 } } } {
%1
.1k1
e(%1 , x)
L(%1) }%1=0 } } } {
%m
.m1 } } } {
%m
.mkm
e(%m , x)
L(%m) } %m=0 +(dx)
=({%1.11 } } } {
%1
.1k1
) } } } ({%m.m1 } } } {
%m
.mkm)
L(%1+ } } } +%m)
L(%1) } } } L(%m) }%1= } } } =%m=0.(12)
We need the following generalizations. Let us introduce a differential
operator { such that by definition {.=(., {) . We shall also use the
following natural notation:
{.1 } } } {.n=(.1 , {) } } } (.n , {) =(.1 } } } .n , { } } } {).
Then
P(.1 , ..., .n ; x)=(.1 } } } .n , {% } } } {%) e(%; x) |%=0
=(.1 } } } .n , Pn(x))
where the kernel Pn(x) is defined formally as
Pn(x)=({%  } } } {%) e(%; x) | %=0 (13)
(for a rigorous definition of Pn(x) see below). For any finite linear com-
bination
.(n)=: cj1 } } } jn .j1  } } } .jn
we define
Pn(.(n); x)=: cj1 } } } jn P(.j1 , ..., .jn ; x)
=(.(n), { } } } {) e(%; x) |%=0=(.(n), Pn(x)).
Any polynomial P(.1 , ..., .n ; x) is obviously invariant with respect to per-
mutations of the vectors .1 , ..., .n . This shows that the polynomial
P(.(n); x) depend only on the symmetric part of the kernel .(n). More
precisely, let
8n % .(n) [ sym(.(n)) # Fn(8) (14)
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be the symmetrization operator. This operator is uniquely defined by the
following formula for kernels .(n)=.1  } } } .n , .k # 8, k=1, ..., n:
sym(.(n))=
1
n!
: .k1 } } } .kn ,
where the summation is over the n! permutations (k1 , ..., kn) of (1, ..., n).
This definition can be extended obviously to any space 8 n\p and 8$
n (see
e.g. [BeKo, Ch. 2]). Then P(.(n); x)=P(sym(.(n)); x). By using the
polarization identity we can reconstruct all polynomials considered from
their ‘‘diagonal values’’ P(. n; x), where . n=. } } } . (n-times),
. # 8, n # N. It is useful to rewrite properties (P1)P4) in the case of such
diagonal polynomials.
(P1$) For .,  # 8, x # 8$
{P(. n; x)=n(, .) P(.  (n&1); x). (15)
(P2$) For . # 8, x, y # 8$
P(. n; x+y)= :
k+l+m=n
n!
k! l! m!
Mk(., ..., .) P(.  l; x) P(. m; x). (16)
(P3$) Under the same conditions
P(.n; x)= :
n
k=0
C kn(.
k, x k) P(.  (n&k); 0). (17)
and
(P4$)
(., x) n= :
n
k=0
C kn Mn&k(., ..., .) P(.
k; x). (18)
Now we will describe the kernels Pn(x) in more details. Due to the con-
dition of integrability (4) the Laplace transform L(%) can be extended to
the complexification 8q, c of the space 8q as an analytic function in some
neighborhood of 0. Taking into account the relation L(0)=1 we obtain for
any x # 8&q an extension
e(’; x)=e(’, x)L&1(’), ’ # Bq(0; r)
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to some ball Bq(0; r)=[’ # 8q, c | |’|q<r]/8q, c with r>0 which does not
depend on x. The function e( } , x): Bq(0; r)  C has therefore the following
Taylor decomposition
e(’; x)= :

n=0
1
n!
d ne(0; x)(’), (19)
where d ne(0; x)(’) denotes the differential of order n of the function e(’; x)
at the point 0 and d ne(0; x)(’) is an n-homogeneous continuous form with
respect to ’ # 8q . The Cauchy inequality [Na] gives for any \ # (0, r) and
all ’ # 8q, c
} 1n! d ne(0; x)(’) }
1
\n
sup
|z|q=\
|e(z; x)| |’| nq
C\
\n
e\ |x|&q |’| nq . (20)
The latter inequality implies by the kernel theorem (e.g. [BeKo, Ch. 1])
the representation
d ne(0; x)(’)=(’ n, Pn(x)), ’ # 8c , (21)
with some symmetric kernels Pn(x) # Fn(8$) which are defined for any
x # 8&q . Let us remark that the kernel theorem gives Pn(x) # Fn(8&q1) for
any q1 # N such that the embedding operator in 8q1/8q belongs to the
HilbertSchmidt class [BeKo, Ch. 1]. The function e( } ; x) can be con-
sidered as an analytic function on any space 8p, c with pq for all
x # 8&p . This gives us the possibility to introduce for any n # N0=N _ [0]
the following polynomial mappings:
8$ % x [ Pn(x) # Fn(8$). (22)
In the previous notations we have obviously
P(. n; x)=(. n, Pn(x)) , . # 8, x # 8$.
But now we can introduce for any smooth symmetric kernel .(n) # Fn(8)
the polynomial P(.(n); x)=(.(n), Pn(x)) , x # 8$. The equality (17) gives
P(.(n); x)= :
n
k=0
C kn(.
(n), Pn&k(0)x k) , x # 8$, (23)
or
Pn(x)= :
n
k=0
C kn sym(Pn&k(0)x k), x # 8$.
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In fact, this follows directly from the convergent expansions
L&1(’)= :

n=0
1
n!
(’ n, Pn(0)), ’ # 8c ,
and
e(’, x)= :

n=0
1
n!
(’ n, x n) , ’ # 8c , x # 8$
in the equality e(’; x)=e(’, x)L&1(’).
As a result, for any smooth measure which satisfies the integrability con-
dition (4) we constructed the following P-system
P=[P(.(n); x)#(.(n), Pn(x)) | .(n) # Fn(8), n # N0 , x # 8$]
which forms a total set in the Hilbert space L2(8$, +)#L2(+). The
P-system for the measure + can also be defined by using the following
mapping
8$ % x [ P+(x)=[P0(x), P1(x), ..., Pn(x), ...] # F (8$). (24)
4. The Q-System
Let + be a smooth measure. Formula (1) of integration by parts implies
the following equality for 8-differentiable functions f, g: 8$  R which are
bounded together with their derivatives and any . # 8
| {. f (x) } g(x) +(dx)=&| f (x)[{. g(x)+;(.; x) g(x)] +(dx).
This relation shows that for the operator {. in the Hilbert space L2(+) the
adjoint operator {.* has the form
{.*=&[{.+;(.; x)]=&(;(x)+{, .). (25)
Let us consider the following system of functions:
Q(.1 , ..., .n ; x)=({*.1 {*.2 } } } {*.n 1)(x)
=(&1)n (.1 , ;(x)+{)(.2 , ;(x)+{) } } }
_(.n , ;(x)+{) 1
(.1 , ..., .n # 8, x # 8$). (26)
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Due to the smoothness condition on the measure + these functions are well
defined. We will assume that the measure + satisfies the following addi-
tional condition:
_q1 # N_[Cn0, n # N]: \. # 8, \f # FC b (8$)
(27)
} | {n. f+(dx) }Cn |.| nq1 & f &2 , n # N,
(here & } &2 is the norm in L2(+)). Let us note that the condition (27) is
fulfilled for an important class of analytic measures in the sense of S. Albeverio
and R. Ho% egh-Krohn [AHK]. In this case we have Cn=Cnn!, n # N with
some C>0. We will refer to condition (27) as second condition of
analyticity. A measured which satisfies both analyticity conditions (4) and
(27) is called a double analytic measure. The estimate (27) implies obviously
&Q(.1 , } , .n ; } )&2C$n |.1|q1 } } } |.n| q1
(28)
(.1 , ..., .n # 8, n # N).
Due to the kernel theorem this gives the representation
Q(.1 , ..., .n ; x)=(.1  } } } .n , Qn(x))
with measurable mappings
8$ % x [ Qn(x) # Fn(8$), n # N.
For any smooth kernel .(n) # Fn(8) we can introduce the function
Q(.(n); x)=(.(n), Qn(x)) , x # 8$,
which belongs to L2(+). We will denote by Q the system of functions intro-
duced in this way. The Q-system is generated by the following mapping
8$ % x [ Q+(x)=[Q0(x), Q1(x), ..., Qn(x), ..., ) # F (8$). (29)
There exists another representation of Q-functions.
Proposition 1. Let as above
\(%; x)=
d+% (x)
d+(x)
, % # 8,
denote the RadonNikodym derivative of the shifted measure +% (dx)=
+(dx+%). Then
Q(.1 , ..., .n ; x)=(&1)n {%.1 } } } {
%
.n \(%; x) |%=0. (30)
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Proof. For the dense set of f # FC b (8) we have
| f (x)
n
t1 } } } tn
\ \ :
n
k=1
tk .k ; x+ } t1= } } } =tn=0 +(dx)
=
n
t1 } } } tn | f \x& :
n
k=1
tk .k+ } t1= } } } =tn=0 +(dx)
=(&1)n | {.1 } } } {.n f (x) +(dx)
=(&1)n | f (x)({*.1 } } } {*.n1)(x) +(dx). K
Corollary 1. If the function \(.; x) is an analytic function at the point
.=0 as a vector-function with values in L2(+) then the following L2(+)-
convergent expansion holds
\(t.; x)= :

n=0
(&1)n
n!
tnQ(., ..., .
n
; x), |t|<t. . (31)
Corollary 2. In terms of the kernels Qn , n # N, the decomposition (31)
has the form
\(&.; x)= :

n=0
1
n!
(. n, Qn(x)) .
Let us remark that in the case of an analytic measure this decomposition
gives \(.;} ) # L2(+) if . # 8 has sufficiently small |.|q1 . We observe that the
function \(&.; x) plays the role of a generating function for the Q-system.
The P- and Q-systems are connected by a simple relation.
Theorem 2. The following property of biorthogonality is valid
| P(.1 , ..., .n ; x) Q(1 , ..., m ; x) +(dx)
=$mn :
( j1, ..., jn)
(.1 , j1) } } } (.n , jn)
(.k , j # 8; m, n # N0). (32)
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Proof. By the definitions of the P and Q-systems
| P(.1 , ..., .n ; x) Q(1 , ..., n ; x) +(dx)
=| {%.1 } } } {%.n e(%; x) | %=0 {*1 } } } {*m 1+(dx)
={%.1 } } } {
%
.n
1
L(%) | {
x
1 } } } {
x
m e
(%, x) | %=0 +(dx)
={%.1 } } } {
%
.n[(%, 1) } } } (%, m)] |%=0
=$mn :
( j1, ..., jn)
(.1 , j1) } } } (.n , jn). K
Remark 1. The biorthogonality relation can be rewritten in the
following form
| P(.(n); x) Q((m); x) +(dx)=$mn(.(n), (n)) n!
(33)
(.(n) # Fn(8), (m) # Fm(8)).
Remark 2. We also have a useful relation for the generating functions
of the P and Q-systems:
| \(&.; x) e(; x) +(dx)=| e(; x) +(dx&.)
=| e(; x+.) +(dx)
=
1
L() | e
(, x+.)+(dx)=e(, .). (34)
Example 2. In the case of the canonical Gaussian measure +0 from
Example 1 we have
L(%)=e12(%, %), % # 8,
and therefore
e(%; x)=e(%, x) &12(%, %) =\(&%; x).
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As it is well known, this function is the generating function for the system
of Hermite polynomials
H(.1 , ..., .n ; x)={%.1 } } } {
%
.n[e
(%, x) &12(%, %)] |%=0
=(.1 , x&{) } } } (.n , x&{) 1.
Both systems P and Q here coincide with the system of Hermite poly-
nomials. K
Let us derive some commutation relations for directional derivatives.
Proposition 2. For all .,  # 8 we have
[{. , {]=0; [{*. , {*]=0;
[{. , {*]=&(;$(x) , .)
as equalities on FC 2b(8$).
Proof. The first equality is obviously true and implies the second one.
For the proof of last equality we note that for any f # FC 2b(8$)
{.{* f=&(., {)(, ;+{) f
=&(, ;+{)(., {) f&(, ;$.) f
={*{. f&(;$., ) f. K (35)
Corollary 1. The independence with respect to permutations of . and
 of the left hand side of the equality
(., ;+{)(, ;+{) 1=(., ;)(, ;)+(;$., )
implies the equality
(;$(x) ., )=(;$(x) , .) .
Moreover, due to the independence of the order of differentiation we may
show that the function
B(.1 , ..., .n , .n+1; x)=(;(n)(x)(.1 , ..., .n), .n+1)
is symmetric with respect to permutations of .k , k=1, ..., n+1.
Corollary 2. Let us set [{. , A]=ad .(A) and put by definition
ad .f={. f. Then
ad .({*)={. {* f=ad .({*) f+{* {. f=ad .({*) f+{*ad .f
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and as a result the operator ad . is a differentiation. Taking into account the
equality ad ({*.)=&B(., ) we have
(ad 1)(ad 2) } } } (ad m) {*.=&B(., 1 , ..., m).
By using this relation it is possible to compute products which are
composed by the operators {. and {* . In this a way we can obtain explicit
formulas for integrals
| Q(.1 , ..., .n ; x) Q(1 , ..., m ; x) +(dx).
We do not describe these formulas in more details because of their
awkwardness and we will not use them in this paper.
Let us consider an important particular case where these formulas can be
simplified due to the equality B((.1 , ..., .n ; x)=0 for all sufficiently large
n # N. We will say that a smooth measure + is a log-polynomial measure if
its logarithmic derivative (;(x), .) is a 8-differentiable polynomial on 8$.
Note that in the infinite dimensional case this polynomial, generally
speaking, has a meaning as a measurable function on 8$, i.e., (;(x), .) is
a measurable polynomial [BeKo], [Sk]. The degree of this polynomial
will be called the order of the measure +.
The canonical Gaussian measure +0 gives us an example of log-polyno-
mial measure of the order 1. Other examples can be obtained by perturba-
tions of log-polynomial measures. Let + be a log-polynomial measure and
V: 8$  R be a given 8-differentiable polynomial such that
ZV #| eV(x)+(dx)<.
Then the probability measure
+V=
1
ZV
eV(x)+
is also a log-polynomial one. This follows from the connection between the
logarithmic derivatives of these measures:
(;+V (x), .)=(;+(x), .) +(V$(x), .).
It is obvious that for a log-polynomial measure the Q-system consists of
polynomials.
Let us remark that under a transformation of the form
+ [ + =:(x) +,
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with :(x){0 a measurable function, the Q-system has a simple transfor-
mation rule. In fact, in this the case we have the following equality for the
RadonNikodym derivatives:
\ (%; x)=
:(x+%)
:(x)
\(%; x).
Therefore
Q (1 , ..., n ; x)=(&1)n {%1 } } } {
%
n
:(x+%)
:(x)
\(%; x) |%=0
= :
n
k=0
(&1)n&k
k ! (n&k)!
:
( j1 , ..., jn)
:(n&k)(x)(1 , ..., n&k)
:(x)
_Q(jn&k+1 , ..., jn ; x).
For a log-polynomial measure
+ =eV(x)+0 ,
where +0 is the canonical Gaussian measure, we have as a result that the
Q-system consists of polynomials of the form
Q (1 , ..., n ; x)= :
n
k=0
(&1)(n&k)
k ! (n&k)!
:
( j1 , ..., jn)
e&V(x)[eV(x)](n&k) (j1 , ..., jn&k)
_H(jn&k+1 , ..., jn ; x)
(see Example 2 for the definition of the Hermite polynomials H( } )).
5. Integral Transformations
Let + be a double analytic measure (as defined in Sect. 4). As we had
remark, then there exist p0 # N, r>0 such that for all . # 8 & Bp0(0; r) we
have \(.; } ) # L2(+) and e(.;} ) # L2(+). This gives us the possibility to
introduce the following integral transformations on functions f # L2(+):
SP f (%)=| f (x) e(%; x) +(dx)=
1
L(%) | f (x) e
(%, x)+(dx) (36)
and
SQ f (%)=| f (x) \(&%; x) +(dx)=| f (x+%) +(dx), (37)
where % # 8 & Bp0(0; r). Let us remark that in the Gaussian case these
transformations obviously coincide and present a version of the Fourier
Wiener transform (see e.g. [BK], [DF]). In White Noise Analysis this
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transformation is known as S-transform [HKPS]. In our case we will
speak of S-transforms with respect to the measure +. A typical non-
Gaussian effect is that instead of the uniquely defined Gaussian
S-transform we need to use two different integral transformations (this
corresponds to the necessity of using the P and Q systems instead of the
Hermite system, see Example 2). The following theorem shows that the
P- and Q-systems have simple transformation rules with respect to S Q -
transform and SP-transform correspondingly [AlKoSt].
Theorem 3. For any .(n) # Fn(8), N0 , we have the following relations:
SPQ(.(n); } )(%)=(. (n), % n) , (38)
SQ P(.(n); } )(%)=(.(n), % n) (39)
(% # 8 & Bp0(0; r)).
Proof. Due to (34) we have
| \(&.; x) e(; x) +(dx)=e(., )
and after the application of the differential operator
(.(n), { } } } {) |=0
to this equality we obtain using (13)
| \(&., x) P(.(n); x) +(dx)=(.(n);. n).
Analogously we prove the remaining relation by application of the
operator
(.(n), {. } } } {.) |.=0. K
Under our assumptions on the measure + for any function f # L2(+) the
corresponding S P-transform f (%)=(S P f )(%) is an analytic function in
some neighborhood of the point 0 in 8c . Let
f (%)= :

n=0
1
n!
(a(n), % n)
be the Taylor decomposition of f . Here
a(n)=({ } } } {) f (%) |%=0.
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Formula (38) shows that the expression
(S &1P f )(x)= :

n=0
1
n!
Q(a(n); x)
= :

n=0
1
n!
( ({ } } } {) f (%) | %=0 , Qn(x))
= :

n=0
1
n!
(Qn(x), { } } } {) f (%) |%=0
describes formally the inverse transform for SP . But there is an open
question about the sense and conditions for the convergence of this decom-
position. As we will show this question has a natural answer in terms of
distributions theory.
6. Logarithmic Derivatives along Vector Fields and
Stochastic Integrals
Let z: 8$  8 be a smooth mapping, i.e. a vector field on 8$. We intro-
duce the differential operator
{z=(z(x), {): f (x) [ (z(x), f $(x)) ,
acting on 8-differentiable functions f.
Proposition 3. Let + be a smooth measure with the logarithmic
derivative ;. Then the adjoint operator for {z in the space L2(+) is given on
FC 1b(8$) by the formula
{*z g(x)# &(;(x)+{, z(x)) g(x)
= &(z(x), g$(x)) &[(;(x), z(x))+TrH0 z$(x)] g(x).
Proof. Let z(x)= zk(x) ek be a finite linear combination of elements
of some orthogonal basis [ek | k # N]/8 in the space H0 . Then
| {z f (x) +(dx)
=: | zk(x)(ek , {) f (x) +(dx)
=: | [(ek , {)( f (x) zk(x))& f (x)(ek , {) zk(x)] +(dx)
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=&| {: f (x) zk(x) ;(ek ; x)+: f (x)(z$(x) ek , ek)= +(dx)
=&| f (x)[(;(x), z(x))+TrH0 z$(x)] +(dx).
We note that TrH0 z$(x) exists because the differentiability of z( } ) implies
z$( } ) # L(8$, 8) and therefore this operator belongs to the trace class as an
operator in H0 .
We have
| {z f (x) } g(x) +(dx)
=| {z[ f (x) g(x)] +(dx)&| f (x) {z g(x) +(dx)
=&| f (x)[g(x)[(;(x), z(x)) +TrH0 z$(x)]+{z g(x)] +(dx)
It follows from this that
&({*z g)(x)= g(x)(;(x)+{, z(x)) 1+(z(x), {) g(x)
=(;(x)+{, z(x)) g(x).
Here we used the following notation
TrH0 z$(x)=:
k
(ek , {)(ek , z(x))=({, z(x)) .
General vector fields are handled similarly by writing them as limits of the
above special vector fields. K
Remark. The function ;(z; x)=(;(x)+{, z(x)) } 1 is called the
logarithmic derivative along the vector field z(x). The following formula
holds:
| {z f (x) +(dx)=&| f (x) ;(z; x) +(dx).
In particular
| ;(z; x) +(dx)=0.
For applications it is important to compute the L2(+)H0-norm of the
logarithmic derivative along a vector field [BeKo], [DaMa].
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Proposition 4. The following relation holds
| |;(z; x)| 2 +(dx)=| [TrH0 z$2(x)&(;$(x) z(x), z(x))] +(dx).
Proof. It is not hard to check that for smooth vector fields the com-
mutation relation
{z({, w) &({, {zw)=&TrH0(z$(x) w$(x)) (40)
holds. Therefore
{z;(w, x)=(z, {)[(;(x), w) +({, w)]
=({z;(x), w) +(;(x), {zw) +{z({, z)
=;({zw; x)+({z;(x), w)&TrH0(z$(x) w$(x)).
This gives
| |;(z; x)| 2 +(dx)
=&| ;(z; x) {*z 1+(dx)
=&| {z;(z; x) +(dx)
=| TrH0 z$2(x) +(dx)&| (;$(x) z(x), z(x)) +(dx),
where we used
| ;({z z; x) +(dx)=0. K
Remark. In the case of the canonical Gaussian measure +0 we have
;$(x)=&Id and formula (40) has the form
| |;(z; x)| 2 +0(dx)=| [ |z(x)| 20+TrH0 z$2(x)] +0(dx),
which implies an estimate for the Sobolev norm. In the case of a smooth
measure + we can obtain such an estimate by using an assumption about
the semiboundedness of ;$, i.e.,
;$(x) &*Id
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for +-a.a. x # 8$, for some *>0. The latter inequality holds in the impor-
tant case of log-concave measures [AlKoRo ], [AlKu],[AnKo]. Under the
mentioned assumption we have
| |;(z; x)| 2 +(dx)const+| [ |z(x)| 20+TrH0(z$(x) z$*(x))] +(dx).
This gives us the possibility to extend the functional
;(z; x)=(;(x)+{, z(x)) 1
to vector fields with values in H0 . An extension of the logarithmic
derivative to vector fields z: 8$  H0 has important implications in prob-
ability theory. Now let us discuss some of these implications.
We will consider (8$, +) as a probability space with the expectation
E!=| !(x) +(dx).
The mapping
z( } ) [ I (z)=;(z; } )
is called extended stochastic integral of the random variable z. A motivation
for this definition is given in the following example.
Example 3. In the case of the space H0=L2([0, 1]) the canonical
Gaussian measure +0 is the standard Gaussian white noise measure and the
function
&(;(x), z(x)) =(x, z(x)) =|
1
0
z(x, t )x(t) dt=|
1
0
z(x, t) dw(t)
coincides with the Ito stochastic integral. In the classical situation it exists
only in the case of nonanticipating random variable z( } , t), i.e., when z(x, t)
is depending only on values x({)({<t) or for z(x, t) which are differen-
tiable with respect to t(z # 8). In the last case the integral can be defined
by using the integration by parts formula:
|
1
0
z(x, t) dw(t)=z(x, 1) w(1)&|
1
0
w(t) z$t(x, t) dt.
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Let us remark that the expression
I (z)(x)=&|
1
0
z(x, t) dw(t)+Trz$(x)
where
Trz$(x)=|
1
0
$z(x, t)
$x(t)
dt,
with $$x(t) the Ga^teaux derivative of z with respect to x, can be extended
also to z # H0=L2([0, 1]). Note that in the anticipating case we have
$z(x, t)
$x(t)
=0.
Let us describe the connection of the above definition of extended
stochastic integral with decompositions into Q-series. Note that the
function
(&1)n Q(.1 , ..., .n ; x)=(;(x)+{, .1) } } } (;(x)+{, .n) 1
can be rewritten as
Q(.1 , ..., .n ; x)=I (.1I (.2 } } } I (.n) } } } )#In(.1 , ..., .n).
This gives an interpretation of this function as an n-fold stochastic integral.
Suppose that for a H0 -valued random variable f on the probability space
(8$, +) the following decomposition in L2(+) holds:
f= :

n=0
:
k1 , ..., kn
c ( f )k1 } } } kn In(ek1 , ..., ekn), (41)
where [ek | k # N]/8 is an orthonormal basis in H0 . Then the decomposi-
tion with respect to this basis gives
f= :

n=0
:
j, k1 , ..., kn
(c ( f )k1 } } } kn , ej) ej In(ek1 , ..., ekn)
Therefore
I ( f )= :

n=0
:
j, k1 , ..., kn
(c ( f )k1 } } } kn , ej) I (ej In(ek1 , ..., ekn))
= :

n=0
:
j, k1 , ..., kn
cI( f )jk1 } } } kn In+1(ej , ek1 , ..., ekn).
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This shows that the application of the operation I to the decomposition
(41) can be described by a simple transformation of the corresponding
coefficients:
cI( f )jk1 } } } kn=(ej , c
( f )
k1 } } } kn).
Let us remark that in the Gaussian case such a definition corresponds to
the well known construction of HitsudaSkorochod’s extended stochastic
integral (see e.g. [DaPa] for the detailed discussion and references).
7. The Space of Test Functions
Let + be a given double analytic measure. In the following we will use
an additional assumption about the family of norms [ | } |p ; p # N]:
_a8>1: \. # 8 \p # N |.| p+1a8 |.| p . (42)
This condition is needed only for simplicity of considerations. In fact we
shall show how it is possible to extend our construction to the case of any
representation 8=pr limp 8p .
We denote by P(8$) the set of all continuous polynomials on 8$
[BeKo]. By definition any element u # P(8$) has the form
u(x)= :
N
n=0
((n), x n) , x # 8$,
where N=N(u) # N, (n) # Fn(8), n=0, ..., N. Formula (18) shows that we
can define P(8$) equivalently as the linear hull of the P-system which is
generated by the measure +. Therefore any continuous polynomial u has an
uniquely defined decomposition of the form:
u(x)= :
N
n=0
(.(n), Pn(x)) , x # 8$, (43)
for some N # N, .(n) # Fn(8), n=0, ..., N. Due to the first condition of
analyticity for + we have the following dense embedding: P(8$)/L2(+).
Moreover, there exists a natural nuclear topology on the linear space
P(8$) such that this embedding is also continuous [BeKo]. This gives us
the possibility to use the nuclear space P(8$) as a space of test functions
with respect to L2(+). But in applications the space P(8$) is too small
(and, correspondingly, the dual space P$(8$)#L2(+) of distributions is too
wide). We will construct another space of test functions which is canoni-
cally generated by the measure + and extends P(8$).
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For any p # N we denote by (8)1p the Hilbert space which is the comple-
tion of P(8$) with respect to the norm
&u&2p, 1= :

n=0
(n!)2 |.(n)| 2p , u # P(8$). (44)
Here we used the representation (43) for u( } ) and denoted by |.(n)|p the
norm of a kernel .(n) # Fn(8) in the Hilbert space 8 np, c . This norm is
generated by the scalar product
(u1 , u2)p, 1= :

n=0
(n!)2 (.(n)1 , .
(n )
2 )p , u1 , u2 # P(8$).
The embedding 8p+1/8p and the inequality | } | pa8 | } |p+1 (see (42))
imply
\p # N (8)1p+1/(8)
1
p , & } &p, 1& } &p+1, 1 . (45)
We set
(8)1= ,

p=1
(8)1p
and introduce on (8)1 the projective limit topology of the family of Hilbert
spaces (8)1p , p # N. The space (8)
1 is called the space of test functions (or
+-test functions). This space is uniquely determined by the P-system for the
measure +. In the Gaussian case a similar construction of spaces of test
functions was proposed in [KS].
Theorem 4. The space (8)1 is a nuclear Fre chet space which is densely
topologically embedded into L2(+).
Proof. By using the nuclearity of 8 and assumption (42) for any p # N
we can choose q # N such that the embedding operator iq, p : 8q  8p
belongs to the HilbertSchmidt class and has the HilbertSchmidt norm
|iq, p | H.S.<1. Then by (44) we obtain the following inequality for the
HilbertSchmidt norm of the embedding operator Iq, p : (8)1q  (8)
1
p :
|Ip, q |H.S :

n=0
|iq, p | nH.S=(1&|iq, p|H.S.)
&1<,
which proves the nuclearity of (8)1. The topology of (8)1 is generated by
the countable family of norms [& } &p, 1 | p # N], therefore (8)1 is a nuclear
Fre chet space.
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Functions from the spaces (8)1p are first defined as formal P-series. Now
we need to study the convergence of these series in L2(+). Let take q # N
as in the first condition of analyticity (4). As in was shown in Section 3,
there exist q1 # N such that the polynomials Pn , n # N. are defined as
mappings
8&q % x [ Fn(8&q1).
Lemma 1. There exists Cq1 such that for all n # N we have the estimate
| |Pn(x)| 2&q1 +(dx)C nq1(n !)2. (46)
Proof. By using (23) we have
|Pn(x)|&q1 :
n
k=0
C kn |Pn(0)|&q1 |x|
n&k
&q1 .
The Cauchy inequality (20) gives |Pk(0)|&q1a
k
q1 k !, k # N0 , with some
aq1>0. Then
|Pn(x)|&q1 :
n
k=0
C kn a
k
q1 k ! |x|
n&k
&q1 n ! (aq1+|x|&q1)
n. (47)
But condition (4) implies
\pq \a0 \n # N0 _C>0: | (a+|x|&p)n +(dx)Cnn !.
This estimate together with (47) gives (46). K
Remark. It is not hard to see that the following estimate holds:
\=>0 _p=p(=) # N: \x # 8&p\n # N0 | Pn(x)|&pn ! (=+|x|&p)n. (48)
For the proof of (48) it is sufficiently to use assumption (42) in the proof
of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. There exists p+ # N such that for all pp+ the topological
embedding (8)1p /L
2(+) holds.
Proof. By using assumption (42) we can choose m # N such that
Cq1a&2m8 <1. We fix this m and put p+=q1+m. Let us take an arbitrary
u(x)= :

n=0
(.(n), Pn(x)) # P(8$)
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(note that in the last sum there is only a finite number of non-zero
elements). Then for any pp+
&u&2 :

n=0
&(.(n), Pn)&2 :

n=0
|.(n)|p & |Pn |&p&2
 :

n=0
|.(n)|p a&mn8 & |Pn | &q1 &2 :

n=0
|.(n)|p C n2q1 a
&nm
8 n !
(we used Lemma 1 and the inequality | } |&p| } | &m&q1a
&m
8 | } |&q1 that
follows from (42)). The Cauchy inequality gives now
&u&22{ :

n=0
(n !)2 |.(n)| 2p={ :

n=0
C nq1 a
&2mn
8 =
or
&u&2(1&Cq1 a
&2m
8 )
&12 &u&p, 1 , u # P(8$).
Taking the closure we extend this inequality to the whole space (8)1p ,
proving Lemma 2. K
As a result of the application of Lemma 2 we have the continuous
embedding (8)1=p=1(8)
1
p/L
2(+). This embedding is dense because of
P(8$)/(8)1. K
Example 4 (+-exponentials as Test Functions). For any % # 8c in
Section 3 we introduced the +-exponential
e(%; x)=e(%, x)L&1(%)= :

n=0
1
n !
(% n, Pn(x)) , x # 8$. (49)
Due to (44) we have
&e(%; } )&2p, 1= :

n=0
|%| 2np , p # N.
This equality shows that e(%; } ) # (8)1p if and only if for % # 8c the
inequality |%|p<1 holds. Let us note that for any %{0 the +-exponential
e(%; } ) does not belongs to the nuclear space (8)1. In other words, any
+-exponential can be a test function only of finite order (excepting the case
e(0; } )=1 # (8)1). This fact presents a new aspect as compared to the
Gaussian case (since in the latter case +-exponentials are test functions of
any-order).
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The equality
e(%, x)=e(%; x) L(%), x # 8$,
gives then exp((%, } ) ) # (8)1p if |%|<1.
Let us describe a modification of the construction of the space (8)1 in
the case of an arbitrary representation 8=pr limp8p . To this end for any
p, q # N we introduce the Hilbert space (8)1p, q which is the completion of
P(8$) with respect to the norm
&u&2p, q, 1= :

n=0
(n !)2 2qn |.(n)| 2p . (50)
We set
(8)1= ,

p, q=1
(8)1p, q
and introduce on this space the projective limit topology of the family of
Hilbert spaces (8)1p, q , p, q # N. We remark that the role of the assumption
(42) now is played by the weights 2qn in the definition on (8)1p, q . It is not
hard to see that the space constructed is independent of the way the
representation 8 is obtained as the projective limit of a family of Hilbert
spaces. The space (8)1 is a nuclear Fre chet space which is densely
topologically embedded into L2(+). The proof of this fact is similar to the
proof of Theorem 4. Note that for any nuclear Fre chet space 8 we can
choose a representation which satisfies the assumption (42). In the next
sections we shall restrict our considerations to this case for simplicity of
notations.
8. Distributions
Let us denote by (8)&1&p the dual space corresponding to (8)
1
p . We have
by (45)
\p # N(8)&1&p /(8)
&1
&p&1 , & } &&p&1, &1& } &&p, &1 , (51)
where & } &&p, &1 denotes the norm on the Hilbert space (8)&1&p . The defini-
tion of (8)1 and general duality theory (e.g. [BeKo], [Sch]) give the
following representation for the dual space (8)&1:
(8)&1= .

p=1
(8)&1&p . (52)
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As a result we have constructed the chain
(8)&1#(8)&1&p#L2(+)#(8)1p #(8)1#P(8$).
The pairing between the corresponding spaces of this chain (given by an
extension of the scalar product in L2(+)) will be denoted by (( } , } )).
Example 5. Let F (m) # Fm(8$) be a symmetric generalized kernel of the
morder m # N0 . We define a generalized function JF (m) # (8)&1 by its action
on test functions
u= :

n=0
(.(n), Pn) # (8)1 (53)
which is given by the formula
((JF (m) , u)) =m ! (F (m), .(m)) .
Let us take some p0 # N such that F (m) # Fm(8&p0). Then for any pp0 we
have the inequality
|RJF (m) , ur |m ! |F (m)|&p |.(m)| p|F (m)| &p &u&p, 1 .
This shows that
JF(m) # (8)&1&p , &JF(m) &&p, &1=|F
(m)|&p . (54)
We will also use the notation JF(m)=(F (m), Qm) . This notation is natural
due to the following reasons. For any smooth kernel (m) # F (8) we have
((m), Qm) # L2(+) and by (33)
((J(m) , u)) =| ((m), Qm(x)) u(x) +(dx), u # (8)1.
For any sequence [ (m)j | j # N]/Fm(8) such that 
(m)
j  F
(m) weakly in
Fm(8$) as j   we have the strong convergence in some Hilbert space
Fm(8&p) (this follows from the nuclearity of 8 [Sch]). Then equality (54)
shows that
Jj(m)=(
(m)
j , Qm)  JF (m) , j  ,
strongly in (8)&1.
Let us note that the orthogonality of polynomials (.(k), Pk) and
(.(l ), Pl) in (8)1p for k{l implies orthogonality of generalized functions
(F (k), Qk) and (F (l ), Ql) in any Hilbert space (8)&1&p (if p # N is taken
such that F (k) # Fk(8&p), F (l) # Fl (8&p)).
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Proposition 5. Any F # (8)&1 has the unique decomposition
F= :

n=0
(F (n), Qn) (55)
where F (n) # Fn(8$), n # N0 such that
_p # N0 : &F&2&p, &1= :

n=0
|F (n)| 2&p<. (56)
And vice versa, any series (55) under condition (56) defines a generalized
function belonging to (8)&1.
The action of F # (8)&1 on a test function u=n=0 (.
(n), Pn) # (8)1 is
given by the formula
((F, u)) = :

n=0
n ! (F (n), .(n)) .
Proof. Let F # (8)&1 be given. By (52) there exists p # N such that
F # (8)&1&p . For any polynomial (.
(n), Pn) we have
|((F, (.(n), Pn))) |&F&&p, &1 &(.(n), Pn)&p, 1=n! &F&&p, &1 |.(n)| p .
Then
((F, (.(n), Pn))) =n! (F (n), .(n)) =((JF(n) , (.(n), Pn)))
with a uniquely determined kernel F (n) # Fn(8&p). Due to Example 5 we
have the orthogonal decomposition F=n=0 JF(n) in the space (8)
&1
&p and
equality (56).
The inverse assertion follows obviously from (54). K
For a more detailed characterization of the singularity of distributions in
(8)&1 we will introduce some subspaces in this distributions space. To this
end for any : # [0, 1] all p # N we define the Hilbert space
(8)&:&p={F # (8)&1 | &F&2&p, &:= :

n=0
(n!)1&: |F (n)| 2&p<= (57)
equipped with its natural scalar product (in this definition we used the
representation (55)). We introduce also the spaces
(8)&:= .

p=1
(8)&:&p , : # [0, 1].
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It is clear that for all :1:2
(8)&0/(8)&:1/(8)&:2/(8)&1.
In other words, the singularity of distributions in (8)&: increases with
increasing :.
Let us consider two important examples of distributions.
Example 6. Corollary 2 after Proposition 1 gives for any . # 8 the
decomposition
d+(x&.)
d+(x)
=\(&.; x)= :

n=0
(. n, Qn(x)).
By using the spaces we introduced above we can extend the Radon
Nikodym derivative \(&.; } ) to the case of shifts by vectors from the
space 8$.
For any ! # 8$ we put by the definition
\(&!; x)= :

n=0
1
n!
(! n, Qn) .
Let us show that \(&!; } ) # (8)&0. Taking p # N such that ! # 8&p we have
&\(&!; } )&2&p, &0= :

n=0
1
n!
|!| 2n&p=e
|!|2&p .
Therefore \(&!; } ) # (8)&0&p /(8)
&0.
Example 7. For any x0 # 8$ we define a distribution $x0 by the
following Q-decomposition:
$x0= :

n=0
(Pn(x0), Qn) . (58)
By using Proposition 5 it is not hard to see that (58) defines some
generalized function from (8)&1 In fact we note that (56) gives
&$&2&p, &1= :

n=0
(n!)&2 |Pn(x0)| 2&p .
By using (48) we can choose p(x0) # N such that for all pp(x0) the last
sum is finite and as a result $x0 # (8)
&1
&p .
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Proposition 5 shows that for any test function u # (8)1 of the form (53)
we have
(($x0 , u))= :

n=0
(.(n), Pn(x0)) =u(x0).
This means that $x0 plays the role of a $-function in the calculus we
discussed.
In section 5 we defined the S P-transform as an operator in L2(+). Now
we are able to extend this definition to generalized functions. For given
F # (8)&1 there exists p(F ) # N such that for all pp(F ) we have
F # (8)&1&p . In Example 4 it was shown that e(.; } ) # (8)
1
p if |.|p<1. There-
fore for all . # 8, |.|p<1 we can define the SP -transform of the distribu-
tion F by the formula
(SPF )(.)=((F, e(.; } ))) (59)
(cf. (36)).
Proposition 6. For any F=n=0 (F
(n), Qn) # (8)&1 we have
(SPF )(.)= :

n=0
(F (n), . n) , (60)
where . # 8 satisfies the condition |.|p(F )<1.
Proof. This equality follows immediately from decomposition (49) for
+-exponentials and Proposition 5. K
As we see, the S P-transform maps generalized functions into power
series on 8. Such a fact is well known in White Noise Analysis where the
so-called S-transform also maps distributions into power series. It was used
in [PoSt] for a characterization of White Noise distributions (see also
[KoSt] for other distributions spaces and [BeKo], [Ko 1] for the case of
general Gaussian measures). A similar characterization is also possible in
the non-Gaussian case [AlKoSt]. This is the subject of the following
section.
9. A Characterization of Distributions
In the following we need to consider holomorphic functions G: U  C
which are defined on nonvoid open subsets U/8c . Let us start with some
facts of infinite dimensional holomorphy (see e.g. [De], [Na]).
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L(8nc), n # N, will denote the vector space of all continuous n-linear
mappings A: 8nc  C where 8
n
c is the Cartesian n-power of 8c . The sub-
space of symmetric mappings from L(8nc) will be denoted by Ls(8
n
c ). For
A # Ls(8nc) and % # 8c we will write
A(%, ..., %)
n
=A } %n
for short. Pn(8c) will denote the vector space of all continuous
n-homogeneous polynomials on 8c . To every A # Ls(8nc) there corresponds
A # Pn(8c) given by A (%)=A } %n on for every % # 8c . The mapping
Ls(8nc) % A [ A # Pn(8c)
is linear and bijective. All these definitions have natural extensions for
n=0.
Let U/8c be a given open subset. A function G: U  C is said to be
holomorphic on U if, for every ’ # U, there is a sequence of coefficients
An # Ls(8nc), n # N0 , such that we can find an open subset V/U, ’ # V,
such that
lim
N  
:
N
n=0
An } (%&’)n=G(%)
uniformly with respect to % # V. For given G and ’ the sequence
[An |n # N0] is unique. We will write
d nG(’)=n! An # Ls(8nc), d
nG(’)=n! A n # Pn(8c),
for the nth differential of G at ’ viewed as a continuous symmetric n-linear
mapping and as a continuous n-homogeneous polynomial respectively. We
shall denote Hol(U) the vector space of all holomorphic functions
G: U  C. A function G is called holomorphic at the point %0 # 8c if
G # Hol(U) for some open U/8c , %0 # U. The vector space of all such
functions will be denoted by Hol(%0). More precisely, we must speak about
germs of analytic functions at %0 . It means that we identify functions
Gj : Uj  C, j=1, 2 as elements of Hol(%0) if G1(%)=G2(%), % # U1 & U2 .
A function G: U  C defined on an open subset U of the space 8c is said
to be Ga^teaux-holomorphic if for each %0 # U, % # 8c the function of one
complex variable
C % * [ G(%0+*%)
is holomorphic in some neighborhood of zero. In applications the
following important result is very useful. Let G be Ga^teaux-holomorphic
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on U. Then G # Hol(U) if and only if G is locally bounded on U, i.e., each
%0 # U has a neighborhood whose image under G is bounded, see e.g. [De].
For a given distribution F # (8)&1 we defined the S P -transform by the
formula (59) as a function on the neighborhood [. # 8 | |.| p(F )<1] of the
real space 8. Example 4 gives us the possibility to extend this function to
any neighborhood of zero in 8c of the following form:
U $p(0)=[% # 8 | |%| p<$],
where pp(F ) and $ # (0, 1). For this extended S P-transform we preserve
the previous name and notation. We have defined
G(%)=S PF(%)=((F, e(%, } ))) , % # U $p(0).
A characterization of distributions in (8)&1 by the S P -transform is given
in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. If F # (8)&1 then S PF # Hol(0). Conversely, if G # Hol(0)
there is a uniquely defined distribution F # (8)&1 such that SPF=G on some
neighborhood of zero in 8c .
Proof. Let a distribution F # (8)&1 be fixed. By the definition of the
extended SP-transform and Proposition 6 we have
(SPF )(%)= :

n=0
(F (n), % n) , % # U 1p(F )(0). (61)
We need to show that this function belongs to Hol(0). Due to Proposition
5 the sequence of kernels [F (n) | n # N0] satisfies condition (56) for some
p # N0 (here we can take any pp(F )). An application of the Cauchy
inequality to the decomposition (61) gives for all % # U 1p(0)
|(S PF)(%)| :

n=0
|F (n)|&p |%| np{ :

n=0
|F (n)| 2&p=
12
{ :

n=0
|%| 2np =
12
=&F&&p, &1(1&|%| 2p)&12.
This implies the uniform convergence of the series (61) in the
neighborhood U 12p (0). Then by definition we have SPF # Hol(0).
Let G # Hol(0) be given. Then we can choose p # N0 , $>0 such that the
function G: U 2$p (0)  C has the uniformly convergent decomposition on
U2$p (0)
G(%)= :

n=0
1
n!
d nG(0) } %n, % # U 2$p (62)
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and is bounded on this domain, i.e.,
sup
% # Up
2$
|G(%)|=CG<.
Therefore, for any ’ # 8c with |’|p=1 and all * # C, |*|<2$ we have
G(*’)= :

n=0
*n
n!
d nG(0) } ’n.
Then by Cauchy’s formula
1
n!
d nG(0) } ’n=
1
2?i ||*|=$
G(*’)
*n+1
d*.
As a result we have the inequality
1
n!
|d nG(0) ’n|
CG
$n
(63)
which is true for all ’ # 8c , |’|p=1 and n # N0 . But then the homogeneity
of d nG(0)(’, ..., ’) and the polarization identity imply (see e.g. [Di])
1
n!
|d nG(0)(’1 , ..., ’n)|CG \e$+
n
|’1 | p } } } |’n| p
(64)
(’1 , ..., ’n # 8c ; n # N0).
By the kernel theorem we have the representation for any n # N0 :
1
n!
d nG(0)(’1 , ..., ’n)=(F (n), ’1 } } } ’n)
with kernels F (n) # Fn(8$) (e.g. [BeKo]). Now we can rewrite (62) in the
form
G(%)= :

n=0
(F (n), % n) , % # U 2$p .
Let us introduce the functional
F=S &1P G= :

n=0
(F (n), Qn) .
We must prove that F # (8)&1.
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Due to Proposition 5 it is sufficient to show the convergence of
n=0 |F
(n)| 2&q for some q # N. By using assumption (42) we can choose
q # N such that the embedding operator iq, p : 8q  8pbelongs to the
HilbertSchmidt class and has the HilbertSchmidt norm |iq, p | H.S.<$e.
For the computation of |F (n)|&q we fix an orthogonormal basis
[ek |k # N]/8 in the Hilbert space 8q . Then
|F (n)| 2&q= :

k1 , ..., kn=1
|(F (n), ek1  } } } ekn) |
2.
The inequality (64) gives then
|F (n)| 2&qC
2
G \e$+
2n
:

k1 , ..., kn=1
|ek1 |
2
p } } } |ekn |
2
p=C
2
G \e$ |iq, p | H.S.+
2n
.
Therefore,
&F&2&q, &1= :

n=0
|F (n)| 2&qC
2
G :

n=0\
e
$
|iq, p |H.S.+
2n
<
due to the our choice of q # N. K
Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 5 gives an estimate of the singularity
of a generalized function by analytical properties of its S P-transform. More
precisely, let G # Hol(0) be holomorphic in a neighborhood U rp /8c and
bounded by the constant CG . Then F=S &1P G # (8)
&1
&q for q # N which
satisfies the condition
|iq, p | H.S.<
r
2e
.
Moreover, the following estimate on the norm of the distribution F holds:
&F&&q, &1CG {1&\2er |iq, p |H.S.+
2
=
&12
.
Remark 2. A similar characterization can be proven and in the case of
the spaces (8)&:, : # [0, 1).
Theorem 6. For any F # (8)&:, : # [0, 1), the function S PF belongs to
Hol(8c), i.e., is an entire function on 8c . This function satisfies the following
estimate on the growth
_p # N _K1 , K2>0: \% # 8c |SPF(%)|K1 exp(K2 |%| 2(1&:)p ). (65)
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Conversely, for any G # Hol(8c) which satisfies the estimate (65) there is a
unique generalized function F # (8)&: such that G=SP F.
The proof of Theorem 6 essentially follows the proof of the characteriza-
tion theorem for white noise distributions from [KoSt] and we refer the
reader to this work for details.
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